Interior Door Industry
After 34 years of operation the company passes to the hands of the present owner and older son of the family Mr. Michalis Pikoulis. It has been decided the specialization of the company on the production of interior doors. The new name of the company is a fact, “intradoor” is born.

The company strengthened with a new modern production line which gives new prospect for the future.

There comes the realization of the new wing which after hosts the offices and the showroom as well and space of nowadays production.

Focusing on the expansion of the company is planned a new big investing plan in facilities and in high sophisticated machinery as well.

The level changes. The big project of expansion grants “intradoor” with new updated vertical door production line which set the company as a leading one in the Greek market.

A new perspective arise with the entrance of the fire resistance door in the picture. The production of FR doors consists a revolutionary product for the door industry. We create the new line of hotel door “hotel in” series.

The expansion of the company out of borders is true.

The constant effort for development opens new ways for exports and reinforces the presence of “intradoor” in the National market.

Emphasizes to the demands of the modern architecture “intradoor” moves forward and certifies all the parameters of the FR doors and the acoustic doors as well, providing a complete radical product which gives promises for the future.

Chronology

2004 After 34 years of operation the company passes to the hands of the present owner and older son of the family Mr. Michalis Pikoulis. It has been decided the specialization of the company on the production of interior doors. The new name of the company is a fact, “intradoor” is born.

2005 The company strengthened with a new modern production line which gives new prospect for the future.

2006 There comes the realization of the new wing which after hosts the offices and the showroom as well and space of nowadays production.

2007-2008 Focusing on the expansion of the company is planned a new big investing plan in facilities and in high sophisticated machinery as well.

2009 The level changes. The big project of expansion grants “intradoor” with new updated vertical door production line which set the company as a leading one in the Greek market.

2010 A new perspective arise with the entrance of the fire resistance door in the picture. The production of FR doors consists a revolutionary product for the door industry. We create the new line of hotel door “hotel in” series.

2011-2012 The constant effort for development opens new ways for exports and reinforces the presence of “intradoor” in the National market.

2013 Emphasizes to the demands of the modern architecture “intradoor” moves forward and certifies all the parameters of the FR doors and the acoustic doors as well, providing a complete radical product which gives promises for the future.
Today

Today the word door is intertwined with “INTRA DOOR”. Having a wide product range of different door types and being able at the same time to provide solutions to any business and family space covering all the needs of modern architectural design, “intradoor” is a continually pioneer and an established company in domestic and global market.

It is very important to mention that the company is constantly investing in new technologies, applying design methods and assembly procedures that promise ever higher standard while not hurting the environment. It’s one of the first companies of its kind that adopted ecological painting methods and the product line features the latest technology operating in a perfectly controlled environment, with minimum to zero energy and atmospheric impact to nature.

Bringing all together and having as a main goal to maintain high quality in materials and finished products, the company has managed to have increasingly satisfied customers and partners, thus looking to the future with optimism and responsibility.
Raw materials

Collaborating with selected suppliers of lumber and door accessories from Greece and throughout Europe ensures consistent quality in all ranges of our products. Matching certifications ensure that all materials and production stages are complying with regulations and general standards provided by the European Union.

Technology

With constant updates and additions to our product line, nowadays we have one of the most sophisticated cutting, polishing and finishing robotic units available. Moreover, this equipment is handled by experienced and specialized staff that enables us to minimize production time with guaranteed final product quality.

*intradoor* complies to all international standards and is one of the few companies in the field that has special certifications for the construction and installation of fire resistant doors.

Certifications

Our company is certified to EN ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards relating to the design, production, marketing and installation of wooden doors for indoors and outdoors.

It also has *IFC certificate* for the construction and installation of fire resistance wooden doors of 30’, 60’, 90’ and 120 minutes.

Doors have also sound reduction certification to 36dB.
Customers

The production line now gives the ability to produce over 5000 doors per month. Even the strictest deadlines are met and our proper and safe packaging of our products ensure faster delivery with just-in-time product to customers and partners worldwide.

So apart from the large network of customers throughout Greece we have created an ever-developing customer base in Cyprus, the rest of Europe, America, Middle East and Africa.

Focus in the future

With all these successful years in the field, the company is equipped with the know-how that leads to continuous evolvement and development. The highly successful design and production of the new series of special doors are among the most recent examples.

Hotel In series has just enriched with new models that include major innovations in safe and durability standards.

Also by using new materials and technologies the new fireproof doors are in production. A product that promises extremely high resistance time to fire and heat.

At the same time we expect FSC certification to be officially added to our arsenal, (Forest Stewardship Council) confirming that use wood only from controlled sources and recycled primary production.

The immediate plan of the company is establishing its presence in countries of Europe, Asia and America. Something that has already began with very positive and encouraging results.
Products

Based on years of experience, we are now able to produce all kinds of interior doors and building entrances. We can recommend and provide solutions for every personal and professional building with ready made or custom designs.

Recently we enriched our product range with special series of doors for hotels and pensions that have fire-resistance certifications.

We also designed doors that use mechanisms that enable them to function in constricted space for full opening and thus are ideal solutions for small apartments and auxiliary spaces.

And of course there is always the option and will to discuss any problems and needs of our customers and recommend the best solution, aesthetically and functionally.

The following are representative samples from each door series.

For the full range of our products you can visit our website or request our detailed catalog.
Special door for special demands. Combination of veneer with marketeri design. Combination of wood - glass - aluminum. All the above create a door with personality.

Something different!
Glass and wood blend harmoniously, creating special spaces.

The uniqueness of handmade items! Handmade door built totally from solid wood. Can be produced as half-solid too. In many colors, patterns and veneer types. The door construction itself can be done with many different wood options.

Special door for special demands. Combining wood, laminate and MDF.

Securis series offers safety and completes the modern home. It combines quality, ensuring durability with strength and absolute shielding.

We present you our new line of wooden fire resistant hotel doors and special construction doors: Hotel In which is a ample representation of the technological developments that have always guided the development of the company.

"Special Doors" series includes doors that provide solutions in terms of ergonomics and special design solutions.

Folding door addresses problems created as a lack of space (limiting the customers’ options (small WC or small spaces such as warehouses, etc.).

Pivot door a very innovative product, also gives solutions in terms of ergonomics and functionality of the available space and at the same time refers to a whole new trend in interior design.

Hidden door applies to structures that impose more minimalist lines and follow the new ideas that come from modern architectural design.
Enviroment - Ecology

We now take for granted that our products have all the necessary requirements to be friendly to the environment and humans. Therefore the timber that we use comes out from regulated forest timbering, certificated by FSC.

Additionally, the timber components have been processed to not having have added formaldehyde HCHO or as within the restrictions set by the European Union. For special occasions we can follow the LEED regulation in our production.

Varnishes and paints which are used as water-based non-toxic. The insulating materials inside each door are made from specially treated paper and not plastic derivatives.

The timber that can not be used in production, is gathered in protected silos for recycling. The facilities and all production sites have the lowest energy footprint possible. All cutting and polishing machinery are connected to special piping network that absorbs and refines any residues produced by the wood processing.

In any of the production steps there is not the slightest release of noxious gases into the atmosphere. All painting areas have special air filters installed.
100% Greek Product
All our doors are designed and manufactured in Greece

Michalis Pikoulis & SIA EE
2nd km N.Kios - Nafplio road, Argos 21200, Greece
t. +30 27510 51393 | f. +30 27510 51970
www.intradoor.gr